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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Lindell's liberties were assaulted last week when four FBI agents 4 
surrounded him while in a drive through at Hardees — sort of an 5 
east coast In-And-Out fast food place! Steve Bannon reports he 6 
knows of as many as 35 Trump supporters who have been accosted 7 
by FBI raids. Tucker tells us of one of these—a lady who supported 8 
Trump on Facebook (FB) and had some wicked devil report her to 9 
the FBI for having been at the Capitol on J-6. Did you know it was 10 
a crime for conservatives to be at the Capitol on J-6? Who knew? 11 
Don't let phony Fauci sneak out from under the hot light of 12 
TRUTH bearing down on him—lately he admitted he colluded 13 
with FB to suppress information. Friend, the day government is 14 
given the power to decide what is and what is not 15 
"misinformation," or "disinformation," all you will ever get from 16 
the government is propaganda—LIES. 17 
DeSantis sends two planeloads of illegal crossers to Martha's 18 
Vineyard, and Abbott sends two busses carrying illegal crossers to 19 
drop them off at Kamala's house. The libs of the vineyard are very 20 
unhappy about this. What are they going to do with 50, count 21 
them, 50 illegals meandering about their neighborhoods? I agree 22 
with that gal who said let's send them 1000 next time; if they want 23 
open borders, then let them deal with the problems they are 24 
creating with their ridiculous policies.  25 
Newsome says the FBI should charge DeSantis and Abbott with 26 
kidnapping? Biden has been breaking the law virtually every day he 27 
has Shanghaied the Oval Office (think about that a bit and you'll 28 
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see just how spot on is that statement)—it's against the law to allow 29 
illegals to enter the states. He is a lawbreaker—lock him up; lock 30 
him up; lock … well, you get the idea. 31 
Speaking of Newsome, he has found another wasteful use of your 32 
tax dollars — he is buying billboards in other states advertising CA 33 
as an abortion friendly state. Texas Does Not Own Your Body—34 
YOU DO! Florida Does Not Own Your Body—YOU DO! How 35 
about, hey, YOU DO NOT OWN YOUR BABIES BODY—GOD 36 
DOES! The baby created in the image and likeness of the 37 
CREATOR does not belong to the mother carrying that baby in her 38 
womb. A child does not answer for the sins of the parents! (Ezekiel 39 
18:20 "The soul that sinneth, it shall die. The son shall not bear the 40 
iniquity of the father, neither shall the father bear the iniquity of 41 
the son: the righteousness of the righteous shall be upon him, and 42 
the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him.") 43 
Does Graham's effort go far enough—he wants to pass legislation 44 
banning abortions after 15 weeks. Abortion suddenly becomes 45 
wrong after the child has been alive for 15 weeks? Typical politician 46 
shuffle—let's concede the premise: you can kill the baby, but let us 47 
control when you do it. 48 
What's with the six to eighteen inches of clots being pulled from 49 
corpses in mortuaries that are not made of human blood? 50 
My friends, it's time for your Brain Massage®! 51 
[TRUTH] 52 
Is it true? Has our FBI been weaponized? Is it now the brute squad 53 
for the Biden Admin. 54 
Lindell's liberties were assaulted last week when four FBI agents 55 
surrounded him while in a drive through at Hardees — Hardees is 56 
a sort of east coast In-And-Out fast food place! 57 
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They surrounded him, asked him when he met Tina Peters, and 58 
said they were investigation the allegation he tampered with voting 59 
machines. But they have no real evidence of this. They are fishing! 60 
Because Lindell has amassed a huge amount of evidence the 2020 61 
election was stolen, something the Yahoo news baselessly claims is 62 
a baseless claim — have you noticed that? 63 
Every time these devils in the MSM mention the theft of the 2020 64 
election they use the expression, "baseless claims."1 Did you know 65 
that the ONLY side of this debate that depends entirely upon 66 
EXPERT WITNESS from Cyber-security professionals, many 67 
whom have worked in government and military security, and 68 
whose careers have been devoted to cyber-security for decades is 69 
the side that is saying there is clear evidence of FRAUD, or 70 
manipulated machine fraud supported by paper fraud—not one of 71 
the election steal deniers has put forward EXPERT CYBER 72 
SECURITY TESTIMONY — every time a forensic analysis is done, 73 
the machines come up DIRTY. Check out FrankSocial and study 74 
the matter for yourself. As they say, connect the dots, make up 75 
your own mind. 76 
Lindell announced, I think it was Wednesday, that his lawyers have 77 
agreed he should sue the government and specifically the FBI for 78 
violating his rights. 79 
Bannon reports he knows of more than 30 Trump supporters who 80 
have been accosted by FBI raids. 81 
Tucker interviewed one of these victims—a lady who supported 82 
Trump on Facebook was anonymously reported to the FBI by 83 
some devil for having been at the Capitol on J-6. She was not there. 84 
But even if she was there, when did it become a crime for 85 
conservatives to be at the Capitol on any day, including on J-6? Die 86 
the "informant" see this lady attack a police officer? Did the 87 

                                     
1 https://news.yahoo.com/hardee-mocks-mike-lindell-claimed-162414661.html 
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informant claim she witnessed the accused destroying property—88 
or planting a bomb in the DNC headquarters, or waving people 89 
into the Capitol building? No! Only the false claim that she was 90 
there was sufficient to trigger an FBI squad to come fully loaded to 91 
this ladies door. 92 
And, by the way, did this person see here there? If Mr., Mrs., Miss, 93 
Ms. or Mx. informer saw her there, isn't that an admission he, she, 94 
he-she, or it was there? Why hasn't the FBI raided its house? 95 
Do you believe someone gave an anonymous tip to the FBI and 96 
that the tip was that she was at the Capitol on J-6, and that the FBI 97 
decided to take time out of their busy schedule tracking child 98 
molesters and slave traders, drug cartel operations and money 99 
laundering—oh and all the work they are doing to investigate the 100 
fake Russian collusion hoax, Hillary's emails, and Hunter's lap top, 101 
do you really think they decided to invest their time sending a 102 
squad to a ladies home, beat on her door, announce "the FBI," and 103 
mark their watches for 42 seconds— 104 
Can you just see them? At ten seconds they give one another the 105 
"look," and immediately, professionally, like an offensive line at 106 
SET, they position themselves to breach the door, one watching the 107 
second hand sweep swiftly across the dial while all others focus on 108 
the door. At thirty-two seconds the officer begins the count, 10, 9, 109 
8, 7, 6—a kid opens the door. 110 
At least one of the agents, the rooky, is disappointed he, she, or it, 111 
does not get a chance to go home with a story about busting 112 
through a MAGA patriots house! 113 
I don't think this is how it played out for this lady — I did not get 114 
her name! Tucker interviewed her; you might have seen it! 115 
They just terrorized this mother and her child, explaining they 116 
received an anonymous tip she was at the Capitol on J-6. 117 
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Since when did it become a crime to be at the Capitol building? 118 
They don't seem to be interested in Ray Epps — we've got pictures 119 
of him at the Capitol building on J-6 actually agitating the crowd to 120 
breach the Capitol. His mug was featured on the FBI top 10, or 121 
something like that, until it disappeared. Apparently, being at the 122 
Capitol Building on J-6 is not a problem, even if you are there 123 
agitating the crowd to breach the Capitol building, if you are Ray 124 
Epps. But if you are a MAGA Trump supporter and someone says 125 
you were there, you are in big trouble buddy. 126 
That's all it takes, some Trump hater doesn't like you, and give the 127 
FBI a "tip" that you were there, and here they come, pounding on 128 
your door, shouting, "FBI"!  129 
Get your body cams, folks, get your front door set up to record and 130 
live stream immediately — the only protection you have from the 131 
darkness is LIGHT. 132 
Lindell was describing his experience with these badged-terrorists, 133 
falling on him while working his way through the drive through at 134 
a Minnesota Hardees — he referred to another woman that was 135 
SWATed by these brave soldiers of justice and judgment. He said 136 
they busted down her door and explained it was because she made 137 
them wait too long—how long? 42 seconds! 138 
These are the "ministers of God" appointed by the Almighty to 139 
execute wrath upon — mommies with political views — is that 140 
MPV — a new three letter classification of THREATS TO 141 
DEMOCRACY? Anyway, have you noticed; consistently, the FBI is 142 
after activist mommies lately.  143 
You might remember Sherronna Bishop, a Colorado mom who 144 
was the first Patriot Mommy activist against public school tranny 145 
indoctrination and CO election fraud to be assaulted by the FBI 146 
terrorists — they call it SWATing — have the FBI become 147 
terrorists? 148 
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I don't Sherronna is the lady Lindell was talking about, whose door 149 
was broken down because, according to the explanation given by 150 
the brave FBI agents who came to arrest an MPV — that's a 151 
Mommy with Political Views) she made them wait 42 seconds after 152 
they banged on her door and shouted "FBI."2 153 
Sherronna's story was about one year ago, when this crazy behavior 154 
began—Oct. 2021. Well, actually, they went after Stone first.3 No, 155 
wait, before Stone, it was Flynn.4 Yeah, this nonsense started with 156 
targets that were high profile and somewhat removed from us so 157 
while we were upset, and protested the general population only 158 
watched and wondered. Then it went to chasing down mommies 159 
with political views protesting rogue School boards who wanted to 160 
indoctrinate their children without their knowledge of what the 161 
teachers were doing in the classrooms, or what curriculum they 162 
were using, or protesting the mask and vaccine nonsense—all very 163 
serious offenses that "threaten democracy"! 164 
Of course, the education establishment teaching our children to 165 
hate America as founded, subverting the national conscience and 166 
teaching our children lies about our founding and about our 167 
history, and subverting the morals of the parents and supplanting 168 
their nurture and admonition with Marxist indoctrination — that's 169 
not a threat to Democracy. 170 
And the Medical Establishment presuming to take the place of 171 
parents and force-jab their children with a vaccine that THEY 172 
DON'T NEED, according to their own data, and that is raising 173 
many health concerns as VAERS bears witness with well over 174 
30,000 reported deaths correlated to the vaccines—forcing people 175 
to take a shot without fully informed consent in violation of the 176 
Nuremberg rules that were developed after Nazi Germany pulled 177 
                                     
2 https://leohohmann.com/2021/11/18/it-begins-fbi-raids-house-terrorizes-family-of-mom-who-protested-local-school-board-
elections/ 
3 https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13649/roger-stone-arrest 
4 https://thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/495366-something-seems-rotten-in-flynns-case-and-maybe-others-too/ 
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that business of forcing people into death camps for "medical 178 
quarantine" — among other excuses. 179 
FBI veterans are becoming increasingly uncomfortable with these 180 
goings on. At about the time this started, by this I mean the FBI 181 
concentrating its activity on non violent targets, Brannon Howse 182 
had concluded a series of interviews with a panel of four retired 183 
FBI agents only days before the raid. They discussed these raids 184 
against non-violent patriotic Americans over the last few years, 185 
starting with Gen. Michael Flynn in 2016, followed by the pre-186 
dawn raid on author and Trump ally Roger Stone in 2019 and then 187 
the violent home-breach of journalist James O’Keefe of Project 188 
Veritas a few weeks ago. One former FBI agent said, "'I was on the 189 
[FBI] SWAT team for several years,' said Brian Shepard, appearing 190 
with three other retired FBI agents at a symposium aired by WVW 191 
TV on Nov. 16. [Continuing] “And I can tell you from my 192 
experience, and I think all others of the bureau agents here would 193 
echo what I’m going to say. We never conducted a search or 194 
conducted an arrest of someone who was not a violent offender. 195 
And the thought when I heard about what happened with Roger 196 
Stone, just outraged me so much that, it just rose up inside me.”5 197 
Patriot mommy targeted by the FBI raises the question: "Has the 198 
FBI become the political shock troops for the White House, 199 
seeking to harass and intimidate anyone who speaks out against its 200 
policies?" [IBID] 201 
I have to take a short break, so hold on, we'll pick it up on the other 202 
side.  203 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 204 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 205 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 206 

                                     
5 https://www.worldviewweekend.com/news/article/americas-first-mom-raided-fbi-october-4th-doj-memorandum-she-fought-
against-voter 
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enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 207 
liberty. 208 
So, what's going on here? If you are just now tuning it, I'm talking 209 
about the trend going on with these FBI attacks on American 210 
citizen's civil liberties and inalienable and Constitutionally 211 
protected rights. 212 
It started with Michael Flynn, then Roger Stone, then James 213 
O'Keefe, then mommies with political opinions contrary to the 214 
education and medical establishment, then Mar-a-Lago, then more 215 
Mommies with opinions about Colorado election fraud, then 216 
President Alleged Biden says, haltingly, that Trump supporters, 217 
you know, MAGA types, America-first-patriots, are "semi-fascists," 218 
followed by a news blitz repeating his statement, followed by the 219 
ominous Naziesque speech where "El-Diablo" — standing before a 220 
backdrop framed by deep red banners, and deep blue touches, with 221 
two ominous looking Marines standing at attention on either side 222 
of Biden as he gave a speech in which he approvingly quoted 223 
someone calling MAGA Trump supporters a "CLEAR AND 224 
PRESENT DANGER" to our Republic — which, make no mistake 225 
about this, is language that was purposely used that has very 226 
serious legal ramifications—for if the "govt." classifies you a "clear 227 
and present danger" it triggers law enforcement to use any and all 228 
means of force to remove that threat — including shooting you on 229 
sight. I'm not kidding friends. Neither is Biden! 230 
And this was followed with the illegal raid on Mar-a-Lago — you 231 
say how can the FBI executing a raid on a private citizen be 232 
"against the Law"? Well, my friend, the SUPREME LAW of the 233 
LAND is the Constitution and no law contradicting that law has 234 
any lawful standing.  235 
For example, when the FBI harasses Mommies who support 236 
Trump on Facebook because someone supposedly, anonymously, 237 
tipped the FBI that she had been at the Capitol on J-6, as if that is a 238 
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crime? — and so they obtain a warrant from a corrupted court and 239 
come to her home in a threatening manner, displaying their 240 
strength, fully armed, against a Mommy patriot, and adding insult 241 
to this INJURY of our RIGHTS and the PEACE secured by those 242 
RIGHTS they are ignoring Hunter's Laptop, refusing to act on the 243 
Maxwell list of perverts and raid THOSE HOMES AND 244 
BUSINESSES, and pretend anyone at the Capitol on J-6 is a threat 245 
to US Security while ignoring a certain FBI PLANT who was there 246 
agitating the patriots to break the LAW—we even now the guys 247 
name—Ray Epps—who was agitating the J-6 crowd to take actions 248 
that could be made to appear to violate the law — THIS WAS A 249 
SET UP! 250 
Tell me you don't see a pattern developing here? Finally, they 251 
openly attack Mike Lindell — what, did they get a tip he was going 252 
to plant a pillow bomb in the Hardees drive through — thank you 253 
Stew! 254 
And you've heard the president alleged frame the current political 255 
conflict in terms of fascism-versus-democracy and calling MAGA 256 
Trump supporters a fascists threat against our Republic, you've 257 
heard the vice president frame the conflict in terms of Mommy 258 
Patriots representing the real domestic threat against the 259 
Constitution — and you heard the MSM, every one of them, repeat 260 
the mantra that Trump supporters are the fascists and the threat to 261 
democracy, and in fact a GREATER THREAT than the 9-11 262 
terrorists. You are watching the rise of Hitler in real time! 263 
These God hating, America despising enemies of liberty started by 264 
putting this nonsense about Christians who "oppose the 265 
government" being domestic terrorists, this bit about possible 266 
identifiers like the "Don't Tread On Me" flag, slogans like America 267 
First, and MAGA, these things being markers for potential 268 
domestic terrorist groups started showing up in their training 269 
documents for Homeland Security, and the DOJ, and the FBI, and 270 
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now they are saying it out loud — the political opponents of the left 271 
are branded fascists, and terrorists, and a "clear and present danger 272 
to our Republic." But the fact is, it is the political radicals on the left 273 
that are adopting fascist tactics and using terrorist-gestapo like 274 
violence to push their agenda onto the rest of America. 275 
Do you understand what they are saying? If you support Trump, if 276 
you are a MAGA supporter, if you believe Hunter Biden and his 277 
Daddy should be investigated for treason against this country and 278 
if you point out that Biden is employing fascists tactics to suppress 279 
his political opposition—WHICH IS PROVABLE — if, after four 280 
years of the left questioning the election results of 2016, and going 281 
so far as to create a fake dossier claiming the Trump campaign 282 
colluded with Russia to "steal" the election from Hillary, and you 283 
know that Hillary's campaign bought that dossier, and that FBI 284 
agents knowingly used it to secure FISA court approval to spy on 285 
Trump's campaign, if after all this we are supposed to sit back and 286 
allow them to us fascist because we have questions about the 2020 287 
election — do you not see what is going on? 288 
So, what do you think? Here is what I think. 289 
These sorts of things can only happen and continue and escalate so 290 
long as there are FBI agents willing to put their career above their 291 
oath of office. Any oath they've made to the FBI as an institution is 292 
subordinated to their oath to uphold the Constitution from 293 
enemies foreign and domestic. The likes of Garland, and his master 294 
Biden—and trust me, don't buy the bungling Biden act. Quit 295 
providing him cover to hide what he really is. The man is spiteful 296 
and hateful—he is full of hatred—his soul is in a very dark place. 297 
Whatever cognitive decline he might be experiencing, the "powers" 298 
we are wrestling against, are using his "weakness" as a facade to 299 
distract and provide cover for what they are doing to destroy 300 
America as founded and "transform" this country into a fascist 301 
dictatorship. 302 
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But, back to the concluding point here today — the only way this 303 
can continue and escalate to a preposterous place is, 1. if you, 304 
patriot, act in the fear of man and think you need to take up arms 305 
against the government; don't do it. It's what they are agitating for, 306 
and it's the excuse they are looking for to declare martial law which 307 
will be announced as "15 days to curb the revolt" and become a 308 
permanent lockdown of the American people under the heel of a 309 
dictatorship regime. 310 
And the second thing that will allow this to happen is, 2. this will 311 
continue to escalate only so long as American FBI agents are 312 
willing to go along with this and carry out their missions —. The 313 
wicked duo of Garland/Biden cannot achieve their goals if the 314 
agents deployed to carry out their unlawful orders refuse to violate 315 
their own oath of office and stand up to these devils. RESIST THE 316 
DEVIL and HE WILL FLEE! 317 
Remember, the "I am only doing my job," excuse is what the Nazi 318 
SS said. It did not hold up in the Nuremberg trials, history did not 319 
treat that excuse kindly—and more importantly, your conscience 320 
will never be easy with that excuse.  321 
Those of us who believe in the Constitution, and in the Bill Of 322 
Rights (the first through tenth amendments), we are not the threat 323 
to our Republic. It's those who have gone on record saying they 324 
don't accept the Constitution as the highest law of our land, who 325 
constantly attempt to subvert it, and who have been using the 326 
tactics of fascism—the government controlling the public through 327 
businesses and "mandates" — these are a the fascists.  328 
So, I appeal to the conscience of our patriotic FBI agents and 329 
demand they refuse to carry out these unConstitutional raids on 330 
the American people. It's enough! The RESISTANCE against 331 
TYRANNY must begin at the first level—REFUSE TO CARRY 332 
OUT UNCONSTITUTIONAL ORDERS. 333 
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Okay, perhaps I'll get a chance to chat with you about these other 334 
things tonight during our Comfort & Counsel For the Present 335 
Distress — see you live on our facebook page — Santa Maria 336 
Lighthouse, or Lighthouse Baptist Church, Santa Maria. 337 
Don't let phony Fauci sneak out from under the hot light of 338 
TRUTH that's bearing down on him—lately virtually admitting he 339 
colluded with FB to suppress information regarding masks and 340 
vaccines. Look, friend, the day government is given the power to 341 
decide what is and what is not "misinformation," or 342 
"disinformation," it's the only thing you ever get from then on. 343 
DeSantis sends two planeloads of illegal crossers to Martha's 344 
Vineyard, and Abbott sends two busses carrying illegal crossers to 345 
drop them off at Kamala's house. They don't like it! The elitist 346 
snobs complain that it's not reasonable to expect them to deal with 347 
so many at once. One reporter asked a crosser, I think it was at 348 
Kamala's house, "Harris says the borders are closed. Are the 349 
borders closed." The illegal said no, they are open. He said, "We 350 
cross free. No problem. We come here illegally." 351 
Newsome says the FBI should charge DeSantis and Abbott with 352 
kidnapping? Really? DeSantis and Abbott are simply explaining to 353 
these illegals that theirs is NOT A SANCTUARY STATE, and 354 
offering to provide transportation for these illegal crossers to a 355 
State that has declared themselves to be a "sanctuary" for illegal 356 
crossers. They accept the offer, and it's as simple as that! On the 357 
other hand, Biden's admin orders the illegals onto planes that are 358 
flown to States that are NOT SANCTUARY States and so put these 359 
people in a bad way. If you are going to cry "kidnapping" — Biden's 360 
your man! 361 
Speaking of Newsome, he has found another wasteful use of your 362 
tax dollars — he is buying billboards in other states advertising CA 363 
as an abortion friendly state. So, Newsome is conducting his 364 
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campaign for president using CA tax dollars to promote his 365 
campaign. How do you feel about that? 366 
Does Graham's effort go far enough—he wants to pass legislation 367 
banning abortions after 15 weeks. Graham steps into it once again! 368 
Don't buy this! It's a ruse. It's an effort to negotiate a compromise 369 
between the pro-life and pro-murder sides in this debate over the 370 
life of the child in its mother's womb. If Graham succeeds, he will 371 
legalize the murder of the unborn just like Roe-V-Wade did except 372 
it will be limited to after 15 weeks of pregnancy.  373 
What's with the six to eighteen inches long clots being pulled from 374 
corpses in mortuaries that are not made of human blood? 375 
Okay, gotta go! 376 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 377 
know if you see them.  378 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 379 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 380 
email. 381 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 382 
805.314.2114. 383 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 384 


